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I immediately note that not all modern students during the training period are required to be a
portfolio, and we are talking only about activists, excellent students and the hopes of students of
higher educational institutions.

As a long-term student practice shows, the need for the design of this document arises in the
following cases:

1. Perspective work. If the student has found his job and can combine her with study, then such a
life position of the dean's representatives only support. This is how the portfolio can be needed to
work as a way to get acquainted with your new employee.

In such cases, it is necessary to focus on all its achievements and merits in the intellectual sphere,
but the learning process is desirable to mention only casual, avoiding extra issues in terms of the
future alignment of duties.

2. Scientific work. If, during the period of study, the student is engaged in scientific activities, then he
will definitely want to patent his invention in the future and tell the whole world about it. This is where
the portfolio may need, which must be compiled correctly, concisely and essentially. As you know,
long and boring opuses read is not very interesting.

3. Participation in the Olympiad. Very often, the need for a portfolio occurs when the student
represents his own university at the city level or state. In such cases, "the country should know his
heroes," therefore, teachers individually constitute a given important document.

4. The presidential scholarship is also considered to be a colossal promotion, and not to receive it is
destined to every student. That is why it is necessary to know not only the names of the best, but
also clearly decide on all their student achievements. But just for this and you will need a portfolio.

5. Personal goals. There are other spheres of life and activities where the portfolio is required. That
is why it is best to prepare this document in advance, and it is advisable to check it together with the
teacher. Use only if necessary, and in the content describe all your achievements and merits.

Each student must have a portfolio
It is important to understand that the portfolio is the same autobiography, however, it reflects this
document not the daily life of the student, but its creative and scientific achievements for the period
of study in higher education. Such a description will noticeably simplifies the search for work,
facilitates the interview and allows you to feel the necessary (held) cell of society.
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That is why it is worth it with all seriousness to draw up a portfolio to admire his future chief, and not
to laugh with its illiteracy. If there are certain difficulties in drawing up, or the student does not know
how to prepare this document, the Internet comes to the rescue, where you can always download a
sample.

Properly compiled document - already half of success, because, as you know, in all developed
countries about a potential employee, they are judged by his portfolio. So it is important to always
remember about this if there is a huge desire to find promising and well-paid work.

How to find a job after graduating from the university?

So I advise all students to compile a portfolio or check the already compiled for errors. Only after
that it is possible to crime to the tireless search for yourself in modern society.


